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INTRODUCTION

1. In today’s rapidly changing world of e-commerce, almost anything can be bought over the Internet and delivered right to your front door.1 Virtually everyday there is news of yet another company selling some type of product online.2 Included in this barrage of products is prescription medication.3 Not only is it possible to order prescription medication over the Internet, in some cases it is not necessary to be examined, or even to consult with a physician. 4 To some, this new type of “cybermedicine” is an affront to traditional medicine, as well as potentially dangerous to consumers.5 In addition, the availability of medication over the Internet presents a vexing and complex challenge to state and federal agencies charged with enforcing drug laws.6 This problem has recently led to the Commerce Committee of the U.S. House hold hearings on the subject in an effort to understand what is involved with this new type of medicine, and which federal and state agencies have jurisdiction over online prescription sales.7 Unfortunately, it still remains unclear as to exactly which agencies do have jurisdiction.8 Nevertheless, as Congress and individual states rush to address the issue, entrepreneurs and drugstore chains are racing to establish the next on-line pharmacy.9
For consumers, the idea of dealing with a “cyber-pharmacy” is appealing for several reasons. Lower cost and convenience for elderly people or those living in rural areas, as well as the ability to privately consult with a pharmacist are just a few of the benefits often cited. But in addition to these advantages, there are still substantial risks. These include easy access to illegal or unapproved drugs, medication offered without a prescription, and drugs marketed with fake health claims. As the confusion over online pharmacies mounts, one thing is clear; this new type of medicine is growing at a substantial rate.

This comment will attempt to define and explain the tremendous growth of online pharmacies. Next it will examine pending legislation and current cases relating to the sale of medication online. Finally this comment will examine the risks and benefits of ordering medications online, and what consumers should do to protect themselves as well as comply with the law.

I. THE LEGALITY OF ONLINE PRESCRIPTION DRUG SALES

A) A New Type of Medicine:

Given the amazing rise of e-commerce and the Internet’s regulation-free environment, it’s no wonder that pharmacies and doctors are seeking to take advantage of the new opportunities. However, recent action by several states suggests entrepreneurs need to be extremely cautious when pursuing this new approach to medicine. Cybermedicine has the potential to offer great benefits to consumers, but it can also lead to very serious health consequences if practiced recklessly. Furthermore, this industry is so new and fast growing that it is not clear which practices are legal and which are prohibited by state or federal law.

Different Types of Medicine—Online Web Sites:

The ability to distinguish between the various types of medical online sites is helpful in understanding the issues in some current cases. Generally, there are three types. First, there are the sites which offer traditional pharmacy services online only. These pharmacy-only based sites will only dispense medicine to a consumer who has first obtained a prescription from a doctor and then submits it to the online pharmacy. Pharmacy-only sites are the least controversial because they do not actually initiate the drug sale. These sites merely process valid prescriptions which have already been obtained from a licensed practitioner. The most significant legal problem with these sites occurs when the pharmacy fails to obtain the appropriate license for each state where it intends to do business.

A second category of online pharmacies are prescribing based sites. These sites often employ both pharmacists and doctors. However, they should be distinguished from the web sites that also may employ doctors and pharmacists, but only offer medical advice or health related information. This latter type includes thousands of online medical sites and are not the subject of this comment. Usually the prescribing based sites will provide an online doctor visit either through a medical questionnaire or a simultaneous video conference between the doctor and patient. For this “consultation,” a fee is charged that can ranging from $30-$150. After the patient enters the information and the doctor reviews it, a prescription may be issued which is then processed at an online pharmacy. Some prescribing based sites are comprised exclusively of physicians who, upon issuing a prescription, contract with an online pharmacy to actually dispense the medicine. In many cases, the doctor, pharmacy, and patient are all located in different states. The strongest criticism of these sites is that an online form or questionnaire, no matter how detailed, simply cannot substitute for a physical exam. Without an actual face to face exam, critics contend that patient warning signs which might easily be detected by touch, could go unnoticed, posing potential risk to the patient. For this reason,
prescribing based web sites are highly controversial and are the subject of most of the current actions discussed in this comment.

Finally, a third type of online pharmacy is referred to as online drug shops.24 This is an appropriate description because these web sites are primarily engaged in the sale of drugs. Here, essentially all a consumer needs to do in order to obtain a controlled substance or any other prescription drug, is simply go to the site, pick out the drug of choice, and make the purchase with a credit card.25 With these sites, no examination is necessary and no medical questionnaire needs to be answered. Online drug shops often operate from foreign countries and are therefore usually beyond the reach of U.S. authorities. Although many consumers do not realize it, online drug shops are considered illegal by most law enforcement agencies. Authorities consider these sites to be the most dangerous because of their willingness to sell potentially dangerous controlled substances, including narcotics, to virtually anyone. In addition, online drug shops often sell drugs that are unapproved for medical use in the United States. The anonymous nature of the Internet, combined with the fact that many of these pharmacies are foreign based, make them very difficult to stop. In fact, the few online drug shops that are discovered and shut down often reappear the next day under a different name or address, ready again to do business.29

C) Current Cases:

Lawsuits, recently initiated by a few states against doctors and pharmacies, suggest that certain practices are in fact violative of the law.30 For example, an Ohio doctor was recently criminally indicted for “prescribing dangerous drugs over the Internet.” According to the prosecutor, this was one of the first indictments involving the sale of prescription medicines online. The doctor was allegedly operating a prescribing based site, where he was selling “embarrassment drugs” such as ViagraTM and PropeciaTM, and then having them filled at a “cyber-pharmacy” where they would then be shipped off to “patients” all over the country. The violation, according to the prosecutor, was that the doctor, in failing to do appropriate physical examinations, did not establish proper physician-patient relationships, which is necessary under Ohio law before prescription drugs may be issued to new patients. This controversy in Ohio is only one of several recent actions by various states trying to bring order to this new, but potentially dangerous practice.

For example, in Illinois state prosecutors have filed lawsuits against out-of-state prescribing based sites, charging that they were not properly licensed to prescribe medicine in the state and that they failed to disclose that information to consumers. The state of Illinois joins Kansas and Missouri as the only states, as of yet, to file lawsuits involving Internet drug sales. In fact, the Attorney General of Kansas as well as other states’ officials testified at the Congressional hearing as to the troubling aspects involved with online drug sales, including the lack of proper patient-physician relationships.

D) Pending legislation:

Exactly what can and should be done about online drug sales remains a contentious issue. State officials testifying at the Congressional hearing stressed the important benefits associated with the freedom of the Internet. They made clear that while online drug sales are a problem, they are a problem that states, not the federal government, should address. It seems clear from testimony at the Congressional hearing, that if pharmacy-only based sites took the time to obtain the requisite licenses in each state that they intend to operate, they would be in compliance with the law. This sentiment was echoed by the Kansas Attorney General. She stated that as long as Internet doctors and pharmacies are properly state licensed and doing business “by the same standards” as if they were operating on Main street, then the transactions would be fully lawful. In fact, none of the lawsuits, as of yet, have charged that all online prescription drug sales are per se illegal. Instead, all the claims are based on
violations of either state medical, pharmacy, or deceptive business acts. For example, the lawsuits in Kansas, Ohio, and Illinois are all centered on dispensing controlled substances without first establishing proper physician-patient relationships. Failing to do so is a violation under many state medical and pharmacy acts. At least one state, Illinois, has included in its charges the violation of a consumer protection statute, for failing to inform consumers that the doctors or pharmacists working for the site did not have the appropriate licenses to practice medicine in Illinois.

After the Congressional hearing on online drug sales, House of Representative Ron Klink (D-PA) introduced the Internet Pharmacy Consumer Protection Act of 1999. This act would amend the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. The bill would mandate disclosure of these web sites, requiring them to list its principal place of business, as well as the name and address of any physician or pharmacist working for the site. In addition, the bill would also require the web site to disclose all of the states where the physicians or pharmacists are licensed to operate. Representative Waxman (D-CA), a sponsor of the bill, claims that enactment would not only provide law enforcement with greater ability to track down illegitimate sites, it would also provide consumers with a quick and simple way of separating responsible operators from quacks. According to Rep. Waxman, compliance would be simple and “only asks online pharmacies to provide the same licensure information as brick and mortar pharmacies do when they hang framed licenses on the wall.” In fact, Rep. Waxman says “any person with [basic web programming skills] could ... comply in a matter of minutes.” Unfortunately for the sponsors of this bill, any legislation which may somehow impede, or even has the appearance of impeding the growth of the Internet, will face a long difficult road to enactment.

Most likely, The Internet Pharmacy Consumer Protection Act will not be endorsed by the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP). The NABP is pushing for the industry to self regulate and has launched a new certification system called VIPPS™ (Verified Internet Pharmacy Practice Sites). VIPPS™ is a voluntary, 17 point rigorous examination, “VIPPS is a voluntary program designed to certify an online pharmacy’s preparedness to meet the unique demands of pharmacy practice on the Internet.” Any site earning the VIPPS™ seal must be able to demonstrate compliance with all regulatory, statutory, and licensure requirements of each state it intends to operate. Before certification is issued, NABP will verify, independently, all pharmacy applications either through on-site inspections or through its computer database of state laws. In fact, the first VIPPS™ certifications were recently presented to several major online pharmacies, and already consumer advocates are encouraging consumers to check for the VIPPS™ sign when visiting pharmacy web sites.

However, not everyone feels that this complex issue should be addressed solely by the private sector. During its testimony before Congress, the FTC recognized that even though certification programs such as VIPPS™ can be valuable, legislation requiring disclosure may ultimately be necessary. In sum, most of the recent initiatives taken by Congress, the states, and private industry all share the common tenet of disclosure. They all in some way require operators to disclose who they are, where they operate, and whether or not they have obtained the requisite state licenses.

Who Regulates Cybermedicine?

Online medicine is developing with such speed that it has caught regulators off guard. The lawsuits, discussed in section C underscore an ongoing frustration of both state and federal regulators as to which agency or agencies has jurisdiction over on-line drug sales. Perhaps part of the problem is that as recent as two years ago, the thought of obtaining prescription drugs from a pharmacy or doctor not located in your home state, or without a prescription, would seem highly remote if not impossible. Today however, this is the reality that officials are facing. It remains to be seen whether or not current laws can be marshaled to adequately address the issue.
Compounding the problem is that the practice of Medicine has traditionally been governed by state medical and pharmacy acts. Yet importation of drugs into the U.S, as well as selling them across state lines, is clearly within federal jurisdiction. Prescribing based sites and online drug shops involve the practice of medicine, but across state lines. This seems to fall somewhere in between traditional state and federal law. Needless to say, this has created uncertainty and confusion among both federal and state regulators. To make matters worse, most state acts simply do not directly contemplate the essential premise behind prescribing based medical sites. That is, dispensing medicine to a patient without first performing a physical examination. It is this question which is now hotly debated. The future of the prescribing based sites will no doubt depend on its outcome. However, until state legislatures or Congress address the issue, there may not be a definitive answer. In the meantime, major medical and pharmacy organizations, including the American Medical Association as well as the NABP, have addressed the issue. They, along with the Justice department, have opined that prescribing based sites that issue new prescriptions based on online questionnaires in lieu of an actual examination, may be in violation of Federal law. Of course, operators of the prescribing based sites counter that doctors make a lot of money when patients make repeat visits in order to obtain 'their medication. By criticizing this new way of obtaining prescription medication, these entrepreneurs charge that the critics are merely guilty of “professional protectionism.”

As of now, it is not clear what will become of many of the prescribing based sites or online drug shops currently doing business. Based on recent actions by several states as well as the federal government, it doesn’t look promising, at least in their current form. Pharmacy only sites, on the other hand, are predicted to see exponential growth, and, as long as they obtain the requisite licenses, should stay out of legal trouble as well.

II. THE RISKS AND BENEFITS OF ONLINE MEDICINE

Whether or not one finds online medicine appealing, there is no arguing its growing presence as a viable option of health care. But by now, the stories of young children and cats receiving prescriptions for Viagra and other “life style drugs,” are well chronicled. Yet these stories do raise serious concerns over the safety of online prescriptions. The Attorney General of Kansas summed them up aptly when she said, “it is only a matter of time before someone, even a child, dies from taking prescription-only medications they purchased over the Internet.” Of course the risk will vary according to the particular type of online drug sale. The greatest risk lies with prescribing based sites and online drug shops. Here, there is either no doctor interaction at all, or one that is cursory and perhaps insufficient to ferret out any potential problems. With online drug shops, customers can simply go to the site, get a price list of various drugs, and place an order. There is no examination of the “patient” and equally as troubling, there is no disclosure of potential side effects of the medicine being purchased. Many of these online drug shops are located in foreign countries. And many of the drugs that are sold from foreign based pharmacies are not tested at the same high level of quality as drugs manufactured in the U.S. Even worse, many of these drugs sold are not FDA approved at all. Therefore, buying drugs from these web sites can lead to serious health risks. But trying to stop them from operating in this country is complicated, especially if the transaction is legal in the country where it is originating.

In addition, slick web sites can confuse consumers into thinking there is nothing illegal about placing an order for prescription drugs. Potential buyers need to remember though, a drug that requires a prescription from a doctor, doesn’t cease to do so merely because it can be purchased on the Internet from the comfort of home. Even though the chance of being prosecuted for importing a personal quantity of a prescription drug is small, it is still a violation of the law. Many consumers are unaware of this fact and point to the FDA’s personal importation policy as creating an exception to this rule.
However, this policy applies only to certain drugs unavailable or unapproved in the United States.\textsuperscript{79} Drugs which are available in the U.S. and require a prescription, are not covered under the exception.\textsuperscript{80} Therefore, consumers are not only risking their health when they make these purchases from foreign online drug shops, but also, they are potentially breaking the law as well.

\{19\} The risks with prescribing based sites are also real. Perhaps the biggest risk is to the patients’ health. Many prescribing based sites only offer a brief “consultation” with a doctor that might consist of a patient answering a few questions before a prescription is issued. According to many authorities, these sites clearly fall short of establishing the requisite patient-physician relationship.\textsuperscript{81} However, some prescribing based sites do offer a very thorough Internet “exam” through video conferencing, rejecting inappropriate patients and only prescribing certain non controlled substances.\textsuperscript{82} Nevertheless, critics contend that drugs have been prescribed too easily to people who turn out to be inappropriate candidates for the medicine.\textsuperscript{83} This of course can lead to deadly consequences for the person that is unaware of a condition which otherwise would have been exposed by a physical examination. Perhaps, this is why the American Medical Association along with the Federation of American Medical Boards have taken the position that an online questionnaire is no substitute for a genuine examination.\textsuperscript{84} The controversy surrounding the online drug shops and prescribing based sites are far from settled. On the downside, both may entail substantial risks. However, both may also provide legitimate patients who are in need a way of obtaining necessary medication, more conveniently and at a lower cost.

\{20\} Much less controversial is the pharmacy only sites. Here, there is no doubt that under proper circumstances pharmacy only sites can provide enormous benefits. The principal advantages most often cited are: Lower prices through increased competition among pharmacies; more thorough and private consultations with a pharmacist; greater access to medicine for seniors or people who live in rural areas; speed and ease of choosing and ordering products; comparative shopping among different retailers to get the best deals; and access to a plethora of health care information that is usually unavailable at a conventional pharmacy.\textsuperscript{85}

\{21\} Many of these benefits were confirmed by consumers testifying at the recent Congressional hearing. Among the panel was a senior citizen who testified that as a cancer survivor he is required to take medication on a daily basis.\textsuperscript{86} Constantly traveling back and forth from a conventional pharmacy had become very difficult. By using an online pharmacy, medication could be shipped overnight to his front door, saving time and aggravation. This same sentiment was also shared by another witness who, as a single mom had grown tired of the inconvenience and impersonal treatment she was receiving from the large drug chain store in her neighborhood.\textsuperscript{87} In addition, she had become fed up with repeated mistakes by the pharmacy in filling her medication.\textsuperscript{88} With an online pharmacy, she can not only save time, but also can now consult with her pharmacist more privately than the usual yells behind busy drug store counters.\textsuperscript{89}

\{22\} In conclusion, cybermedicine can offer enormous benefits to consumers. But there are still substantial risks. In buying prescriptions online, consumers will be well advised to adhere to some basic advice. First, as this comment makes clear, be extremely cautious when visiting online drug shops. Unless shopping for drugs which are unapproved or unavailable in the U.S., buying drugs from these sites may do more harm than good. Second, the legal status of many prescribing based sites is still uncertain and may vary from state to state. Therefore, it may not be a great idea to use these sites as a way of purchasing medicine from a new doctor that has not first performed a proper physical examination. Instead, perhaps the best use of these sites may be either to get refills of prescriptions or to get personal medical advice.

\{23\} When using pharmacy only sites, try to use familiar, reputable pharmacies. One way to accomplish that is to look for the VIPPS\textsuperscript{TM} sign on the web site. This will ensure that the site is a high
quality operation that has undergone rigorous certification. Also, compare prices of several different pharmacies before making a purchase and inquire about delivery and shipping charges. Finally, inquire about the opportunity to consult online with the pharmacist. If there is no available contact with a pharmacist, or no cost savings, or if it takes a week to get the medication, then it might be worth it to stick with the traditional mortar and brick pharmacy.

---
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